In the spring of 2017, we had the chance of receiving several unpublished documents from actress Sorana Ţopa's personal archive. Recovered by Mrs. Lucreția Angheluţă from a dark cellar in Bucharest and generously given to us to help our doctoral research 1 , the handwritten notebooks and typed pages help to shed... light both on the actress' personality and the image of an era. Here are some of the pages from the manuscript Journal, fragments through which one can better see Sorana Ţopa's personality, her reflexive abilities, her capacity to scan the relation human -destiny -era. With the hope that, one day, the Journal will be published in its entirety, we hence begin a project of restitutio in integrumwhich we find both natural and necessary in a time when values are being overthrown and those who strive to start an artistic (or other type of) career feel the increasingly inequitable fight with the pressures of the socioeconomic system. Reading these pages, one understands that freedom of spirit cannot be crushed by any political regime, on one condition: being aware of the fact that "becoming an easy prey for these masters of pulling ideological strings would be proof of downright superficiality and gross immaturity". And maybe there is something else to be understood: any of Thalia's servants' chances are based equally on talent and the reading of  Professor,
profound pieces of writing. Beyond the pages of the Journal, there is the... telling silence of doubt. "Your eyes, becoming more accurate, clearer, could reflect the entire deposit at once; that is, you could have a clear image of the entire process and of the most intimate structure of this self. And if the eyes are not completely open, completely untouched by any intervention of the wish to see clearly and also of those obscure reactions that automatically appear from memory, then of course the state of fog persists somewhere, springing from who knows what corners of the consciousness that have not yet been cleared."
Key words: Sorana Ţopa, journal, fragments, unpublished document "The 28 th of October 1971, Bucharest … The obvious fact that you are not the only one who is attacked in your physical or psychological existence, that there is no one who can escape the common destiny, the inevitable return to dust has become such a stringent, disheveling, present reality that it's impossible to look away from it. You could feel how your consciousness was unwillingly filled, or even sieged, as if through a gate that could no longer be closed, by the entire torrent of grievances, of miseries that are fatally cast upon the destiny of the entire mankind, not just upon what you believe to be yours. There is no escape, not even for the one who has climbed highest on human hierarchy and who lives on a level of physical and material security that might seem indestructible. So, this one too could find a place of attention, of interest and even of sympathy in your deeply vulnerable consciousness. And when all people, all beings, even the ones that cannot speak are due to face the same unforgiving destiny, can you still draw a line between yourself and the world, can you still build defense walls for a place where you could live and die secluded? … He asked me an extremely odd question. Odd because I didn't expect him of all people to ask this: whether man can decondition himself or he absolutely needs a spiritual guide with acknowledged authority. Acknowledged by others, of course, and this being the case you cannot possibly have the right to any criterion that might question this capacity, because as soon as you use doubt and your own discernment there is fatally no longer an option that you base your judgement, your understanding on whatever information you have been passed by others. And what if you don't separate them from this factor of doubt and in anything you are given you search and reflect your own light and lucidity since you have them! The 14 th of November 1971 … Could there be a more sinister, more disgusting death than vegetating, endlessly fighting outside circumstances for the sole purpose of being able to carry your poor bones a little longer in this world? That is, maintaining this state of inertia and protecting the body from wearing down too fast. Otherwise, would it mean accelerating its disappearance into nothingness an hour or two sooner? And when you think about it with no sentimentalities or hypocritical justification, this is the basic preoccupation of the human mind, of your poor consciousness: extending its agony, putting its fears to sleep, as far as possible in the back of the mind, where they lay and smoulder in silence, in the dark areas of the self. Those eyeless fears that weave the thread of inertia and brew their murderous poison in extremely subtle ways one doesn't even suspect! To accelerate the fatal unravelling to nothingness an hour or two sooner. And when you think about it with no sentimentalities and a little more lucidly, without searching in the hours of acute crisis for none of this hypocritical justifications that growl of the fear of the void in your poor consciousness, then you realize that this is in fact the role of your mind, its mission, its basic preoccupation -to survive, in any way and by any means. No matter whether this extension of a precarious existence that is unchangeably destined to disappear is just a lugubrious postponing, the mind does not give up, it struggles to find remedies, as if, who knows, it could end up avoiding the unavoidable.
… The 16 th of November 1971 … In part there is -but just in part -because at the same time, beyond what the so-called objective entity can see beyond the show, there is an eye that sees that everything is just make-believe, a sinister farce, the complete destruction of which it hasn't yet got the power to achieve, nor is that type of understanding the light strong enough. Clear enough, to chase that bundle of shadows away. And so, given that you cannot completely see the meaninglessness of this phantom process at once and from all angles, can you still state that the structure of the self, of isolated self-consciousness is known to yourself in its entirety? Pure in its finest, most obscure details? And then... then it means that the eye that claims it can see is just as murky. It is obscured. It doesn't reflect clearly and in complete silence, without deforming the complexity of the psychological processes that are involved.
… The 17 th of November Open letter to a friend who's been asking -… Becoming an easy prey for these masters of pulling ideological strings would be proof of downright superficiality and gross immaturity. And precisely those who have been lucky enough to hear the truth directly from the source are no longer allowed to slip into the depths of organized stupidity. A sinister dance that is kept going by obtuse people who have pushed the world to the brink of the final abyss. Joining them would mean killing yourself and stimulating others to do it too, others who are prey to the same alluring verbosities that lack any substance and, moreover, any profound honesty. I don't speak without knowing the situation, but from my own experience and my own agony. Furthermore, the incredibly vast and complex process of the self can only be probed, explored and fully explained by a spirit that is not afraid to expose the entirety of its nothingness! Even more, this spirit finds in this merciless exposure, or unmasking of the mind's emptiness more than a victory against the inertia of the mind, it finds the only supreme way of integrating in the concert of universal life, being a note that creates harmony, and not disorder and destruction. … Of course, authority or tyranny was born out of lack of knowledge. Whether belonging to the right, the left, or to the middle, whether in the name of humanity, morality, society, spirituality or religion, its intimate nature is one and the same, and that is cruelty. For the one who has tasted this bitter cup because of their own ignorance, tyranny has one face only, the unchallengeable destruction of what is most alive in a human being, the gift of creative freedom.
And supporting it as a factor of order and progress means, for sure, that the human being is robbed of participating to the highest distinction, being one with Life, infinite beyond any conditionings; robbing the human being of this free right means turning them into a blind tool, making them a robot, stripping any beauty away and destroying them all the way to their most treasured roots, yet, my friend, the one who got to taste, no matter how little of the ineffable, unnamed, immeasurable ambrosia of this endlessly mysterious fountain, can no longer make a pledge of alliance with the shadows of this world, and not even with the faintest shadow of their own imagination. …
The 1 st of December … In our entire existence (if we can use this name for the macabre farce we live), if we are a little more mindful, that is more than the average, it is impossible not to see how dangerous it is to strive to dance, even skillfully, on the frail wires set up by our constant aspiration to forget that we live what we live and that each step we take to supposedly avoid danger is a risk of falling into the abyss. The abyss of the lie of escaping nothingness! We create imaginary bridges from one temporal void to the other, hoping that, even if we are slaves, we might go beyond this condition through verbal acrobatics and all sorts of unpraiseworthy moral and spiritual recipes! But time sees to these mental virtuosities and it runs its natural, irreversible course, making us mature in the rhythm our body ages and burying us, just like leaves in the winds of winter, in a common grave: unescapable oblivion.
And yet, what an unimaginable and, at the same time, absurd miracle, the human being manages to blind their own eyes and continues this masquerade in which no day, or minute, passes without the mess brought by a physical, moral, or cosmic quake. … The 3 rd of February [1972] I started revising the 'Actor' monologue and I hope this time is the last time. I'm tired of having this sort of so-called literary preoccupations. Although I honestly confess that working thoroughly on this monologue is not an escape, a pleasant dive in a piece of writing that could bring me personal satisfaction. This work will not be published before my death, and even then, not without trouble... I might say that, on the contrary, this revision gives me the chance of a very precious meditation, because making contact with what I believe to be some sort of message -I can follow, at the same time, both the inner process with its subtle reactions to the major topic, that of self-knowledge, and the axis of the work, which is a problem of uttermost importance for me as an author.
It is strange that nothing I write fully resists a rereading. There always is something to be erased, to be eliminated, and very rarely something to be added. This means that the spirit is not yet fixed on certain positions and that any conclusion can go through a radical change. This only happens when you discover that even the most sacred values, when expressed without the basis of an intimate, authentic experience, sound hollow and seem artificially pasted, instead of growing naturally from the core of a problem that you and you alone have fully gone through.
The 4 th of February 1972
As you come more intimately closer to the basis of self-knowledge, discoveries are more subtle and harder to notice. This statement doesn't seem very right. I mean that this basis, this compact ferment loses its density and reactions become almost shapeless, they become... ineffable (?) Although this is not the... best word for it. Your eyes, becoming more accurate, clearer, could reflect the entire deposit at once; that is, you could have a clear image of the entire process and of the most intimate structure of this self. And if the eyes are not completely open, completely untouched by any intervention of the wish to see clearly and also of those obscure reactions that automatically appear from memory, then of course the state of fog persists somewhere, springing from who knows what corners of the consciousness that have not yet been cleared.
And what an unpleasant surprise! Even unsettling, when you start to see a little better that in your being there still are traces of these negative impulses that make up the self almost entirely and that they continue to manifest their harmful presence... All those feelings that create confusion and all those unsolved conflicts have their ideal patterns deeply rooted there! For instance: envy, resentment, the thirst to be and not to be, comparisons, anyway, all this foul-smelling load of contradictions and inner resistances that lead to those states of misery, suffering, the heavy sensation that you have to run from what you are to the end of the world and even below it, were it possible.
And this is where salutary doubt comes in, established after a long series of failures that resulted from uselessly evading in times of acute crises, urging you to stay still, so that your entire being can be present at the ongoing process of disclosure, and most of all, to have your attention intensely awakened to the present, without planning before, however, for the wish to escape deadlock at all costs. To shut up, to go completely silentotherwise the mind, with its subtle ways, can again and again provide false exits. Unfortunately, all solutions lead to the same deadlock, as nothing changes and the process of enchainment continues to run its course, with its blind, destructive laws. … The 14 th of February 1972 … Thus, the almost normal state of consciousness is a state of selfdefense that gets more intense as the vulnerability to life becomes more acute. And here lies the problem for a spirit that has mostly awakened from the state of exclusive self-preoccupation; and that, nolens volens, is required to take part in exterior events, which it seeks although it doesn't want them, a paradoxical contradiction, of course, but yet it is so. I tell you this: I no longer want to listen to bad news (which are plenty, of course), neither from friends, nor from the radio... And still, these decisions are pushed aside because you know what grave consequences come from voluntarily blindfolding your eyes. And so you listen, you sigh and no longer stuff cotton wool in your ears. This thirst to be in the middle of life, to face each challenge that, another contradiction, you wish you never heard of, is far beyond your power and reason! The narrow road they say... and what is worse is that it never stops getting narrower and sometimes it feels like walking on the edge of a knife, or the brink of an abyss, with an even deeper abyss behind you.
Nietzsche once said 'vivre dangereusement'. And of course he felt the unmeasurable value of this willingness for the unforeseeable of life that, instead of giving you the perspective of some safety (or assurance), pushes you to face an even greater uncertainty at each step. When you leave the road most taken of so-called adaptation to what you believe can help you survive, like skeptical attitudes or the indifferent will, and even desperately closing inside yourself, you find yourself tossed in the middle of the swirl and the more you can no longer find any use in the defense weapons you knew, the easier you can be shaken.
…
